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More on the Computation of Higher-Order
Derivatives of the Elementary Symmetric
Functions in the Rasch Model
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A recursive equation for computing higher-order
derivatives of the elementary symmetric functions
in the Rasch model is proposed. The formula is
conceptually simple and relatively more efficient
than the sum algorithm (Gustafsson, 1980). A
simulation study indicated that the proposed

formula has a small loss in accuracy, compared to
the sum algorithm, for computing higher-order
derivatives when tests contained 60 items or
less. Index terms: difference algorithm, elementary
symmetric functions, Formann’s equation, Jansen’s
equation, Rasch model, sum algorithm.

The Rasch model posits that the distribution of a random observation csi, representing a 0 or 1

response to item i, has the form:

where 6 is the trait level parameter, and b; is the item difficulty’ parameter. In conditional maximum
likelihood estimation of the bi (Gustafsson, 1980) as well as in calculating sampling distributions of
many person-fit statistics for assessing the consistency of response patterns to the Rasch model (Glas,
1988; Klauer, 1991; Molenaar & Hoijtink, 1990), the following elementary symmetric functions (ESFS)
must be evaluated for an n-item test:

where s; = cxp(-~;) for i = I, ... , n, and is collected in vector to Yq denotes the symmetric function
of order and yq = 0 for q > n.

In addition to Yq for q . = 0, 1, ... , n, many person-fit statistics also require the calculation of higher-
order derivatives of the ESFs in Equation 2. For example, the central moments of the Ni statistic
(Molenaar & ~I&reg;ajtlnk, 1990, p. 96) require the first-, second-, and third-order derivatives of the ESFs

~/9s,, ayqla~;a~~9 and ~/8e,c~3e~ respectively, for s; # Ej ~ a~; the RZm and Rz~ statistics (Glas,
1988, p. 538) require the fourth-order derivatives of ESFs 3Y,/3E;9e/)e~e, for s; # Ej ~ ~~ ~ s~~ For

simplification, the higher-order derivatives of the ESFs are denoted as Y/!!l1 ’Y~(-‘’z’9 ‘Y~~’~3~k’~ yq~‘.4.~°S>, and
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second-order derivatives yqa_2 for q = 1 ~ ... ~ n are determined by eliminating &i and Fj and computing
the ESFs as in Equation 2 for the rest of the elements in c. Analogously, higher-order derivatives can
be obtained by eliminating a greater number of parameters.
Two algorithms (Fischer, 1974)-the difference algorithm and the sum algorithm (Gustafsson,

1980)-have been used for computing ESFs. The difference algorithm computes ~ for q = 1, ...,

n using a recursive equation involving a subtraction operation that accumulates errors in rounding-
especially when the Fi values are spread over a wide range (Verhelst, Glas, & van der Sluis, 1984).
On the other hand, the recursive equation in the sum algorithm involves only addition and multiplica-
tion operations; therefore, the main source of numerical instability is removed. However, the com-
putational cost of the sum algorithm is higher than that for the difference algorithm. For anth-order
derivatives, the sum algorithm must be run (~) times-each time with different (n - m) elements in
s. When it becomes large, a full implementation of the sum algorithm may not be feasible without
using a high-speed computer.
An extension of the difference algorithm for computing higher-order derivatives of Esfs is pro-

posed; it is conceptually simple for practitioners and computationally more efficient than the sum
algorithm. A simulation study was conducted to evaluate the accuracy of this algorithm in compari-
son to the sum algorithm for test lengths of 60 items or less.

Computational Algorithms

The Sum ~~~~~t~

The sum algorithm uses the following recursive equation:

where i = 2, ... , ~E and q = 1, ... , i. Using the definitions y,)(F,) = 0 and y(~~~ _ E11 the sum

algorithm computes y, for i = 2 and q = l, ~, and so forth, until i = ~ ~nd q = 1, ... , n. Because

it uses only addition and multiplication, Equation 3 is numerically stable. For evaluating the ESFs in
Equation 2, the sum algorithm needs n(n - 1)/2 multiplications (not counting multiplications for yo
and y,) for n-item tests. Equation 3 also can be used to compute higher-order derivatives of the ~s~’s.
For example, y~’~2 can be found by eliminating Fi and sj from vector and computing Yq (using Equa-
tion 3) for the rest of the n - 2 elements in t. For mth-order derivatives, therefore, the sum algorithm
needs (n,)(n - rrc)(n - rn - 1)/2 multiplications-a function of ra&dquo;T+2. For tests of more than 40 items,
the algorithm may become increasingly inefficient for computing higher-order derivatives.

The 1 er~nce Algorithm

The y, values for q = 0, ... , ~c and the related first-order derivatives can be computed simultane-
ously using the following equations (Gustafsson, 1980):

and

Starting with -1, = ~;E; and y§’> = 1 for i = 1, ..., n, the difference algorithm uses Equations 4 and
5 alternately to provide a relatively fast computation of Yq and 7,11~l, simultaneously. However, due
to the respective subtraction and division operations in Equations 4 and 5, the algorithm accumulates
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rounding error and becomes increasingly less accurate as n increases. In order to avoid rounding er-
rors while preserving computational efficiency, Gustafsson (1980) suggested computing yQs that are
numerically less stable with the sum algorithm, and solving for yQ‘~1 recursively with Equation 4.

Before proposing an extension of the difference algorithm for computing higher-order derivatives,
the union property of Esfs (Verhelst, Glas, & van der Sluis, 1984) is stated as a lemma.

Lemma lo For an arbitrary partitioning of n items into two groups, each containing ni and n - n,
items, the Esfs resulting from the union of two groups are:

where k = Min(n19 ~c - Mj and yp(~n,+19 ~ ~ ~ 9 ~n) _ 0 for p > n - Mj. This lemma is proven using both
the general distributive law and the algebraic independence of ESFs [see ~~cL~ne ~ Birkhoff (1988)
for a discussion of the algebraic properties of ~s~’s] e
Lemma 1 was used to derive the recursive equation for computing higher-order derivatives. Take

the element s; from vector s in the first group (i.e.. rc1 = 1) and leave the rest of the elements in s
in the second group. For simplification, let Yo = 1 and yl = E¡ be the Esfs in the first group, and

7,,(i), ..., and y~~1 be the ESFS in the second group. Based on Lemma 1, the Esfs of the r~ elements
become: e

For numerical accuracy, the y, values on the left side of Equation 7 can be determined by the sum
algorithm (Gustafsson, 1980). Thus, the Yti) values can be solved successively using the equality

for q = 1, ..., y n - 1. The recursive equation starts with Yf/ = 1 and is equivalent to Equation 4 in
the difference algorithm.

The Extended Algorithm

Based on Lemma 1, the recursive equation for higher-order derivatives can be derived analogously.
For example, the third-order derivatives can be derived by taking the elements E¡, sj, and s~ from vec-
tor t as the first group (i.e., n1 = 3), and leaving the rest of the elements in s in the second group.
Let

and
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denote the ESFs in the first group and Yo’.~.ky ... 9 Yna-3x~ be the Esfs in the second group. According
to Lemma 1, the ESFS of the rc elements become:

After the yq values have been determined by the sum algorithm, yQ’-3k~ can be solved for the recursive
equation

Starting with the value yliill) = 1, the algorithm successively solves ~yq‘.~~kJ for q = 1, ..., n - 3.

The subtraction operation in Equation 14 also leads to an accumulation of rounding error. In order
to improve the accuracy of the algorithm, the y9’~’°k) functions can be evaluated using Equation 14 for
q = 1, ..., (n - 3)/2. The remaining ESFS then can be evaluated using the backward algorithm

The backward algorithm starts with yn‘_3k’ = ynl~;~;~k and successively solves for the rest of the third-
order derivatives. A summary of the forward and backward equations for computing the first- through
fourth-order derivatives of Esfs with the extended algorithm is presented in Table 1. For mth-order
derivatives, the total number of multiplications required for the extended algorithm is approximately
n(n + 1)/2 + (1)(n - r~a)[~;&dquo;-’(i - 1)(mi ) + 4], which is a function of rc~n+lo Therefore, the computa-
tional cost of the extended algorithm is approximately 1 /~ath the cost of the sum algorithm.

Jansen’s Equation

Jansen (1984) also proposed a method for computing y9~-29 which is a simple modification of the
difference algorithm and can be extended easily to obtain higher-order derivatives. Second-order

Table 1

The Forward and Backward Equations for Computing the Derivatives of the
Elementary Symmetric Functions in the Extended Algorithm
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derivatives of the ESFs can be derived using the results obtained from Equation 4. Jansen (1984) proved
that if ei ~ Ej, then

Higher-order derivatives also can be determined as analogs of Equation 16o For example, third-order
derivatives can be obtained by first computing y~ and yq~_z’ with Equations 4 and 169 then computing

Equation 16 requires subtraction and division and, therefore, is less accurate than the recursive equa-
tion in the sum algorithm.

Accuracy &reg;f ,Ti~n,se~’s equation. The accuracy of Jansen’s equation (Equation 16) is affected by the
relative sizes of Ei and sj. For example, consider an 11-item test with bs of -3.00000001, -3.0,
-2.9999999, -2.0, -.5, 0.0, .00000001, 1.0, 2.0, 2.1, and 3.0. The ~ values for q = 1, ... , 9 were
computed independently using the sum algorithm, the extended algorithm, and Jansen’s equation.
The y,(i) values in Jansen’s equation were computed using the forward and backward equations
in Table 1, and the Y$i,j) values then were obtained using Equation 16. The loss in accuracy due to
Jansen’s equation compared to the sum algorithm was measured by the relative error

where S’Qtm denotes the Esfs of order q computed by the sum algorithm, and ,IQ~~f’ denotes the same
function computed by Jansen’s equation. The first column of Table 2 gives the average REtj) over
the (,) runs of Jansen’s equation for q = 1, ... , 9. The average relative errors of the extended
algorithm compared to the sum algorithm were computed as analogs of Equation 18 and are shown
as Example 1 in Table 2. For this example, Jansen’s equation yielded much less accurate results than
those for the extended algorithm.

Numerical problems with Jansens equation. Jansen’s equation is also subject to numerical problems
when Fi = Fj. Formann (1986) proposed a method for dealing with these situations: Apply Equation
4 to y§#i with respect to each item i and obtain

Table 2
The Average Relative Errors of Different Algorithms
Compared to the Sum Algorithm for Computing

Second-Order Derivatives in Two Examples
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Because all valuers can be computed according to Equation 16 when si ?= Fj, the sum G(i) for all

remaining ~~ values in which 6, = Fj equals

If k of the n - 1 components in s are identical in size to F,,, then yq’-2 = ~‘~/~; for Fi _ Ej’ The accuracy
of ~‘) depends on the accuracy of ~y9’’19 but not on the parameters Fi and Fj or their difference. For
example, consider an 11-item test with bs of -3.0, -3.0, -2.0, -1.0, -1.0, -1.0, 0.0, 1.0, ~.5, 2.0, and
2.0. Using Formann’s equation and the extended algorithm, the y§&dquo;J> values were computed for the
11 parameters. The relative errors of Formann’s equation and the extended algorithm compared to
the sum algorithm are presented as Example 2 in Table 2. For this example, Formann’s equation yielded
results as accurate as those from the extended algorithm.

Method

Simulated Datasets

Item difficulties (b parameters) in the Rasch model were generated randomly from uniform and
standard normal distributions. Four distributions [U(-1.5,1.5), U(-2.5,2.5), hd(-1.5,1.5)9 and
N(-2.5,2.5)] of b were used with tests of n = 20, 40, or 60 items, resulting in 12 combinations
of distribution and (see Table 3). Random samples were generated separately for the three test
lengths. The Fi parameters for i = 1 , ~ ~ ~ , n were computed based on the random b values, that is,
E¡ = exp(-bi).

Procedure

Because the simulated parameters had distinct values, the first- through fourth-order derivatives
were computed for different test lengths using the sum algorithm, the extended algorithm, and Jansen’s s
equation. The higher-order derivatives were computed independently by implementing the three
algorithms on a VAX-8350 computer and a SUN SPARC-10 workstation using Fortran 77 programs
All program variables were declared to be of double precision (REAL*8). In order to improve the
accuracy of Jansen’s equation, yli) was computed using the forward and backward equations in Ta-
ble 1, and y, values were evaluated using the sum algorithm. Therefore, the extended algorithm and
Jansen’s equation yielded identical results for computing the first-order derivatives.

The losses in accuracy using Jansen’s equation and the extended algorithm compared to the sum
algorithm were measured b~ ~E’ (Equation Let Rg&dquo;> denote the average relative error over the

runs of an algorithm for the mth-order derivatives of the Esfs of order ~. For ease of compari-
son, the maximum, minimum, and average values of RE§&dquo;’> for q = 1, n - m were computed

Results

Table 3 shows the computing time required for computing higher-order derivatives using different
algorithms and computers. Both Jansen’s equation and the extended algorithm were faster than the
sum algorithm. For example, for 60-item tests the sum algorithm took more than 30 minutes [2,282.78
seconds for ~J(&reg;Y.S, l.~)~ to compute third-.order derivatives and more than eight hours to compute
fourth-order derivatives on the ~l~x-s3so. For the same situation, the extended algorithm required
less than one minute to compute third-order derivatives and less than 13 minutes to compute fourth-
order derivatives. The extended algorithm was slightly more efficient than Jansen’s equation for com-
puting second- and third-order derivatives, but was slower than Jansen’s equation for computing
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fourth-order derivatives on the VAX-8350. However, the extended algorithm was faster than Jansen’s
equation on the SUN SPARC-10 for the second- through fourth-order derivatives. The computing time
required for implementing the algorithms on the SUN SPARC-1o was approximately 1/20th of that
required using the VAX-8350. Therefore, use of the extended algorithm and Jansen’s equation becomes
less significant on a high-speed computer. The speed of the VAX-8350 is comparable to that of a DOS-
based 386 personal computer. The computing times listed in Table 3, therefore, also indicate the
approximate computing times for the algorithms on such a computer.

Table 4 presents the maximum, minimum, and average RE§m> values over the ~ - ~ values of q for
~c = 1, ..., 4 on the VAX-8350. When n = 60 and the b parameters were uniformly distributed over
a wide range (i.e., -2.5, 2.5), both Jansen’s equation and the extended algorithm yielded average REs
that were greater than 10-5 (marked with a * in Table 4). In addition, both algorithms were highly
inaccurate when the bs were normally distributed over a wide range. Therefore, the range of the bs
played an important role in the computational accuracy of the two algorithms. However, in general
the extended algorithm was slightly more accurate than Jansen’s equation. The simulation results from
the use of the SUN SPARC-io differed in no important way from the results listed in Table 4.

Discussion

In practice, higher-order derivatives of Esfs often are evaluated repeatedly. For example, person-
fit statistics in the Rasch model are computed for numerous response patterns simultaneously in a
large dataset, and likelihood equations are evaluated iteratively in conditional maximum likelihood
estimation of the b parameters. Computational efficiency in these cases can become an overriding
consideration. Simulation results suggested that the extended algorithm is a fast alternative to the sum
algorithm for evaluating higher-order derivatives of Esfs when tests contain a large number of items
and the b parameters are within a small range (e.g., -1.5 to 1.5). Admittedly, the sum algorithm may
be used to obtain more accurate results for short tests as well as for longer tests if a high-speed com-
puter is available. On the other hand, the accuracy of the extended algorithm can be improved further
by requiring a higher level of computational precision (REAL* 16) for program variables. However, this
may cause a loss in efficiency. For example, with more precise computation, the extended algorithm
gave an average RE§3> of 4.217E-24 in 12 minutes, and an average RE-(,4) of 3.248E-23 in 3.5 hours
on a VAX-8350 for the 60-item test for IJ(&reg;2.~, ~.~~. The loss in accuracy of the extended algorithm
was larger when the sizes of the eliminated item parameters were quite different and was smaller
otherwise. Accordingly, researchers may selectively use more precise computation for derivatives that
contain larger errors when the b parameters spread over a wide range.
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